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What end but love, that stares death in the eye?
Sing me a song to make death tolerable, a song
of a man and a woman: the riddle of a man
and a woman.
William Carlos Williams: Paterson III.i.

Amor familiaris
For my brother and sister, Ulf and Una
In memory of my parents, Henning and Alis Boysen
‘Né creator né creatura mai’,
KWUQVKQMT»ÅOTQ]WTN][IVbIIUWZM
o naturale o d’animo; e tu ’l sai.
Dante: Purgatorio xvii.
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I. Preface (‘he who loves will see’)

I have always felt a deep sense of gratitude towards Joyce for his gift of love. For his
work. A work that contains a strong but cheerful gift of love, which points towards
human existence in the post-metaphysical world.1 Like no one else, he steps forth
onto the modern stage as the author who not only beheads the metaphysical dragon, but who, furthermore, demonstrates how this dragon-death is the most essential
point of departure for a true and relevant ethics of love.
For Joyce, as for many of his contemporaries, the meaning of existence is no longer available. In other words, there is no longer any meaning. As little as the world is
meaningful in itself, just as little is anyone of us meaningful in and by ourselves. The
world is no longer anthropomorphised in the image of God, and man can no longer
mirror himself herein; the mind of man no longer seems to embody a transcendental
portal to the absolute (cf. intra II.5). But the fact that meaning is no longer inscribed
within things themselves, seems indeed to be the very circumstance that Joyce – as
WVMWN NM_WN PQ[KWV\MUXWZIZaUWLMZVQ[\QKIZ\Q[\[·ÅVL[NWZ\]VI\MIVL_MTKWUM[
_PWTMPMIZ\MLTa 6W\ Ja LMÅIVKM VIZKQ[[Q[\QK UMTIVKPWTa Pa[\MZQI [XTMMV WZ QZWVQK
complacency – but for the same reasons that the author was breathtaken by the amorous gesture. For even though the world no longer seems to assist man in his search
for these phenomena (meaning and love), and even though none of these can be said
to be, both are given. Neither meaning nor love is something that anyone can possess –
they can only be given.
By whom is love and meaning given, one might feel tempted to ask? By the other,
_PW[MOIbMKWV\IQV[IVQVÅVQ\MIVLIJa[UITPM\MZWOMVMQ\aJ]\_PW[MOIbM[QU]T\Ineously contains an inscrutable and inexhaustible source that gives being perpetually.
In spite of the fact that many readers have received this gift with enthusiastic
eagerness and euphoric delight, the majority seems to have been negligent of the
circumstance that this gift has been entrusted them in love, that this gift essentially
originates in a love that has given meaning to us passionately over the decades.
1

By metaphysics (what is beyond or besides (Gr. meta) physics) I understand what Heidegger categorized
as onto-theo-logy. In other words, from its beginning metaphysics has been the science of both ontology
and theology. The study of being has thus traditionally been executed with reference to theology, since
the world was perceived in terms of religion. Since being traditionally has been conceived of as being
the result of a divine order or creation, ontology has been synonymous with grasping the essence of
the divinity, thus blending ontology with theology. It is primarily this aspect of metaphysics that I evoke
_PMV][QVO\PMKWVKMX\AM\UM\IXPa[QK[IT[W[QOVQÅM[\PM[\]LaWN \PMVWVMUXQZQKITI[XMK\[WN JMQVO
preoccupied with addressing questions relating to freedom, the mind, transcendence, etc. This means
that, though I predominantly refer to metaphysics as implying theology, I do not abstain from employing
\PMKWVKMX\I[LMVW\QVOWV\WTWOa1\Z][\PW_M^MZ\PI\\PM[XMKQÅKUMIVQVOWN \PM_WZLQ[KTMIZNZWU\PM
context in which it appears.
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After more than seventy years of intense studies of James Joyce’s monumental
works, the attention to the theme of love seems strangely limited and meagre. With
one quite recent exception,2 there is not one single monograph on the theme of love
among the countless metres of library shelves devoted to studies on James Joyce. This
is somewhat surprising, partly because the studies on the author, as mentioned, are
ohne Ende, partly because love – as I will try to show in the following – forms one of
the most insistent questions of the whole body of his work. This reluctance might be
due to the author’s notorious obscenity and his immense and explicit preoccupation
with the sexual sphere that, perhaps, 3Q[[]XXW[ML\WM`KT]LMIXW[Q\Q^MIVLINÅZUItive presence of the aspect of love. Such a notion is, at any rate, supported by the
responses with which people have met my thesis, when I have mentioned it to them.
Professors, Joyce-enthusiasts, and other good people have thus, with almost no exception, expressed a deeply seated doubt towards the importance of this theme, asking
politely if it was not rather the question of sexuality that I had in mind. To this must
be said that a closer and more careful reading of Joyce forces the reader to recognize
that the author does not draw a sharp distinction between sexuality and love, since he
does not perceive any necessary opposition between these, simply because sexuality is
love’s speechless, but sublime (and obscene) language.
There are only a dozen or so articles or single chapters available (with the abovementioned exception of Janine Utell’s recent James Joyce and the Revolt of Love), which
in passing deal with a delimited theme of love, and of these I must particularly acKMV\]I\M\PMZMÆMK\QWV[WN 5IZ\PI6][[JI]UIVL2]TQI3ZQ[\M^I
Martha Nussbaum argues for a reevaluation of the role played by our emotions for
ethical situations, and in that respect she emphasizes empathy and love as some of
the most important feelings as regards ethical actions. There cannot, she claims, be
2

3
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In her great little book, James Joyce and the Revolt of Love (published in 2010), Janine Utell presents a reading of Giacomo Joyce, Exiles, Ulysses, and Finnegans Wake that basically investigates why adultery in Joyce’s
work is accepted and even seen as transformative in respect to ethical questions. She asks why the painful
awareness of separate existence is actually celebrated in Joyce, and answers that both circumstances involve a Levinasian recognition of the radical otherness of the other as the site of ethical action. Adultery
becomes an ethical site for Joyce to analyse how possession in love is impossible. Obviously, this is a source
of bitterness, yet this nevertheless allows for a recognition of the freedom, autonomy, and otherness of
the other. Thus, albeit the possibility of adultery and the separateness of the lovers imply incertitude,
alienation, and distance, they also form the prospect of an “ethical love” (p. 16) generously giving and
acknowledging the autonomy and freedom of the other. It is encouraging and comforting to see Utell
INÅZUQVO\PMQUXWZ\IVKMWN I[XMK\[ZIQ[MLJa\PQ[XZM[MV\[\]La\WW#1PWXMQ\Q[I[QOV[QOVITTQVO\PI\I
wider recognition of the amorous theme in Joyce’s work is erupting.
Many critics were in this manner offended by Joyce’s open-minded depiction of the body and the functions and dimensions of sexuality. The review of Ulysses in The Sporting Times, ‘The Scandal of Ulysses’
(1922), is in this respect illuminating, since it has almost achieved legendary status for its philistine conLMUVI\QWV WN  2WaKM¼[ ¹TQ\MZI\]ZM WN  \PM TI\ZQVMº IVL \PM I]\PWZ¼[ ¹[\]XQL OTWZQÅKI\QWV WN  UMZM ÅT\Pº
(James Joyce: The Critical HeritageX!<W\PQ[U][\JMILLML2WaKM¼[QVÅVQ\MY]IZZMT[_Q\P^IZQW][
middle-class censorship authorities. His realism is perhaps harsh from time to time, but – as he says himself – honest: “If UlyssesQ[V¼\Å\\WZMILC°ETQNMQ[V¼\Å\\WTQ^Mº:QKPIZL-TTUIVV"James Joyce, p. 537).
Furthermore, the author does not deem ethereal euphemisms conducive to love or solidarity; a certain
scepticism as concerns the idea of man’s ‘spiritual’ autonomy would on the contrary entail a moderate
modesty towards oneself and a certain curious openness towards the other.
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any adequate ethical theory without an adequate theory about these emotions, as the
latter involve questions of compassion, reciprocity, and recognition. In continuation
of this, she goes through a great deal of the amorous paradigms of the Occident in
her monumental book, Upheavals of Thought (2001) – from Plato, Augustine, Dante,
Spinoza, Emily Brontë, Gustav Mahler, and Walt Whitman to Marcel Proust – but
[PMVM^MZ\PMTM[[KPWW[M[\WKTW[MPMZJWWS_Q\PIKPIX\MZWV»<PM<ZIV[ÅO]ZI\QWVWN 
Everyday Life: Joyce’ (pp. 679-714), which primarily, but not exclusively, deals with
Ulysses1VKWV\ZI[\\WITTWN 2WaKM¼[XZMK]Z[WZ[_PW¹ZMX]LQI\MLIQTaTQNMC°E6WJWLa
has a menstrual period in Plato. Nobody excretes in Spinoza” (p. 681), she accentuates Joyce’s “new expression of love” (p. 683). This new understanding of love involves a special ethics that is particularly aware of the recognition and acceptance of
our bodily fragility, i.e. a recognition of our imperfection, which gives rise to the need
for the engaged presence with the other, and which, by way of its empathic tolerance,
LMÅM[QLMITQ[U¼[QUUIVMV\ZM[MV\UMV\WN ZMITQ\a
Only Poldy and Molly, of our sequence, in the very comic fragmentariness of their love, appear to embrace what is most human in love, including the soul – and only this text seems to
embrace the love of the real-life reader – in a way that provides a necessary complement to the
more idealistic versions of the ascent, lest they collapse in on themselves through their failure
\W\WTMZI\M_PI\Q[ZMITC°E*aMVLQVO_Q\P8WTLaIVL5WTTa_PWJW\PMVLWZ[MIVL\MVLMZTa
mock the spirit of ascent, I have tried to indicate that even in their real-life imperfect form,
indeed especially in that real form, in which the incompleteness and surprise of human life
is accepted rather than hated, love and its allies among the emotions (compassion, grief) can
provide powerful guidance towards social justice, the basis for a politics that addresses the needs
of other groups and nations, rather than spawning the various forms of hatred that our texts
PI^MQLMV\QÅMLXX

I have not yet stumbled upon anyone who has written so eloquently and convincingly
about, well, the ethics of love in Joyce. Nussbaum has a keen perception not only of the
way Joyce’s amorous doctrine reconciles the lover with the world, but also of the way
the lover in his courageous engagement with reality is able to stretch his idea of solidarity to involve those who an idealistic paradigm of love would otherwise exclude.
In her article ‘Joyce ‘the Gracehopper’ ou le retour d’Orphée,’ Julia Kristeva in
many ways parallels the thesis of this present study, since she emphasizes Joyce’s
XIZ\QK]TIZIZ\Q[\QKNIUQTQIZQ\a_Q\P\PMMKWVWUaWN QLMV\QÅKI\QWV"¹K¼M[\o2WaKMY]M
ZM^QMV\TMZMLW]\IJTMI^IV\IOML¼I^WQZUQUuKWVV]M\NIQ\KWVVI{\ZMC°ETM[Lu\IQT[
LMT¼QLMV\QÅKI\QWVY]QXZu[QLMoTIOMVv[MLMT¼QUIOQVI\QWVY]¼M[\TIÅK\QWVºLes nouvelles maladies de l’âme, p. 256). She nominates Joyce as the modern author who has
M`XTWZML\PM[\Z]K\]ZMWN QLMV\QÅKI\QWV\PMUW[\JMKI][MPMTQSMVWW\PMZUWLMZV
I]\PWZPI[KWUXZMPMVLMLPW_\PMQLMV\QÅKI\QWV_Q\P\PMW\PMZQ[QVLQ[XMV[IJTMNWZ
the expansive operation of the ego. To her, Joyce’s work is an illustration of how
QLMV\QÅKI\QWVJMKWUM[\PMXQ^W\ITUWUMV\NWZ\PMKWVKZM\QbI\QWVWN \PMXMZ[WVITQ\a
as well as for the manifestation of subjectivity and identity: “Entendons donc par
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QLMV\QÅKI\QWVKMUW]^MUMV\XIZTMY]MTTM[]RM\IL^QMV\LIV[TIUM[]ZMWQT[MNIQ\]V
I^MK]VI]\ZMQLMV\QY]MoT]Qºibid., p. 264). Joyce’s eccentric perception of the subRMK\IVLPQ[U]T\QQLMV\QÅKI\WZaIZ\Q[\QK[\ZI\MOaIZMJW\PNMI\]ZM[_PQKP\PQ[[\]La_QTT
MUXPI[QbMI[[QOVQÅKIV\_Q\PZM[XMK\\W\PM\PMUMWN TW^M3ZQ[\M^IQ[QV\PQ[UIVVMZ
on to something extremely important when she expounds Joyce’s exorbitant openness
towards the other from his rejection of the notion of the subject as being determined
JaI[XMKQÅK[]J[\IVKMM[[MVKMWZXTMV]U;PM[]KKMML[QV\PQ[_IaQVIKKW]V\QVO
for Joyce’s particular plastic and amorous discourse: “Il s’agit plutôt d’une assimilation
narcissique-et-amoureuse" KIX\MZ TM[ XTM[ M`\MZVM[ L] VIZKQ[[Q[UM LIV[ T¼QLMV\Q\u Æ]QLM
d’un sujet inconstant, sans intériorité autre que ses possibilités d’assimilation (de per[WVVM[LM\M`\M[LMUuUWQZM°6QLMLIV[VQLMPWZ[UIQ[\ZIV[NMZ\XMZUIVMV\LM
T¼]VoT¼I]\ZMºibid., p. 276). The article is nevertheless somewhat blemished by the
more or less naive reference to the amorous paradigms in UlyssesI[KWVÅO]ZMLIZW]VL
“l’agapêLM;\MXPMV,MLIT][M\C°ET¼éros de Léopold Bloom” (ibid., p. 258). It is, on the
contrary, Stephen’s highly intellectual and theological schooling in the Society of Jesus
that has rendered him incapable of apprehending love as anything other than brutish
and bestial (i.e. in accordance with the Greek eros), while Bloom on the other hand
certainly represents the more empathic or generous aspect of love (i.e. in accordance
with Christian agapê), simply because of his tolerance and familiarity with the sensual
and temporal determination of human existence.
Another critic, Robert M. Polhemus, who has also written with elegance and insight on Joyce, asserts the crucial importance of love for the author in the chapter,
‘Tristan is Sold: The Joyce of Love and the Language of Flow(er)s (1904-39),’ in his
Erotic Faith. Here he writes: “If love is a religion, then James Joyce is a defender of the
NIQ\P<PQ[KWUMLQIVIVL[SMX\QKC°EUWKSML[MV\QUMV\ITTW^MÅK\QWVIVLLW]J\ML
love’s value and very existence; nevertheless he appears in his fashion as a devoted
scribe of Venus” (p. 251). Among other things, he stresses how Joyce created “an art
that makes language itself the erotic subject and object” (ibid.), which is grounded in
a perception of language as being “the matrix, medium, and evidence of our desire,
and in more than a metaphorical sense it is his true love” (p. 255). Furthermore, he
IVITa[M[ PW_ 2WaKM Q[ ¹\ZaQVO LM[XMZI\MTa QN  KZ]LMTa \W UISM TIVO]IOM IVL ÆM[P
word and matter, one” (p. 262). In other words, according to Polhemus, Joyce gives
credence to a positive and joyous interpretation of life. When confronted with the
questions ‘why love?’ and ‘why life?’ underlying it, Polhemus claims that Joyce would
answer without hesitation: “Because it feels good! Because it’s fun!” (p. 274).4
Darcy O’Brien’s thought-provoking article, ‘Some Psychological Determinants of
Joyce’s View of Love and Sex,’ must also be mentioned. Here he shows how Joyce
4

14

Polhemus’s colleague, Gerald Gillespie, is pursuing a similar line of thought in his re-evaluation of the
high modernists, who, contrary to the traditional conception, do not present a debased and nihilistic vision of the world, but rather an insistent return to a sacramental sense of things; in continuation of this,
Joyce is said to defy the conventional and grim idea of everyday existence, which, on the other hand,
proves to reveal a basic sacredness of existence grounded in his belief in “life and love being a prime
miracle” (Proust, Mann, Joyce in the Modernist Context, p. 21).
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was tortured – personally as well as artistically – by a noticeable ambivalence towards
women, who were either perceived as prostitutes or angelic virgins. This complex has
JMMVIVITa[MLIVLIZO]MLNWZÅVMTaJa7¼*ZQMVJ]\PMLWM[VW\[MMU\WPI^MIVMaM
for the fact that Joyce’s work is a grand indictment against such a separation of the
more tender from the purely sexual aspects of love.5
Finally, I must call attention to Maria DiBattista, who – in her chapter ‘Joyce’s
-VLMIZQVO.WZU¼·XWQV\[\W2WaKM¼[XIZ\QK]TIZ\ZQJ]\M\WÅZ[\TW^M_PQKPUIZS[IV
experience that transforms the subject forever: “What Joyce celebrates is a love that
would sanctify as it would occupy his life. Through the mystical agency of sexual
touch, First Love discloses to Joyce its utopian vocation: to deliver the spirit from its
own renegade isolationism, the erotic and social apostasy of life without joy” (First
Love, p. 172).
Another related aspect that has given rise to scepticism and resistance as regards
the possibility of a positive theme of love in the work of the author is probably
due to the massive presence of irony in his works. It is very likely that most critQK[NIKML_Q\P[]KPIVQV\MTTQOMV\ZMÆMK\Q^MIVLQZWVQKI]\PWZ[]KPI[2WaKMPI^M
PIL[\ZWVOZM[MZ^I\QWV[IJW]\\PMIK\]ITXZM[MVKMWN []KPIVINÅZUI\Q^M\PMUM#QN 
one is arguing in favour of this interpretation, would one not risk to be blamed for
romantic simplicity and extreme naïveté? Mary Reynolds – one of the few Joyce
scholars who have had an eye for elements of an amorous theme in the Irish – asserts that it is the omnipresent irony which has prevented the critics from arguing
for a positive theme of love: “Joyce’s pervasive irony has made his readers wary
WN KTIQUQVONWZPQUIVINÅZUI\Q^M\ZMI\UMV\WN TW^MIVa_PMZMQVPQ[ÅK\QWVºJoyce
and Dante, p. 82).
The plurality of meaning, the dissemination of the content, the ambiguity, the
irony, and the intertextuality do not designate a melancholy emotion lacking love –
quite the opposite,6 since these strategies rather signify a loving gratitude and devo\QWV\W_IZL[\PM^MZaZQKPVM[[WN [QOVQÅKI\QWVKWV[\IV\Taassigned to us by language,
5

6

Commenting on Darcy O’Brien criticism, Robert M. Polhemus rightly maintains: “Joyce has been accused of being unable to unite feelings of tenderness and sensuality towards the same object. I hold,
on the contrary, that he directed his life and writings towards such a union, and that in his later works,
at least, he renders it” (Erotic Faith, p. 260). I might add that Beryl Schlossman, in a study dedicated
to the transformation of the Madonna in modern literature (Baudelaire, Flaubert, Yeats, and Joyce),
LQ[XTIa[PW_\PMILWZMLÅO]ZMWN NMUQVQVQ\aQ[VW_[MMVI[JW\PMUJWLaQVO\PMQLMITIVL\PMLMJI[ML"
“Obscenity and beauty add up to an aesthetics of desire – Eros sweet and bitter” (Objects of Desire, p.
211). Noting that the Madonnas of modernistic writing “are represented as having it both ways” (ibid.
p. 217), she most convincingly shows how this equivocal doubleness is quintessential to Joyce’s interpretation of the adored woman in his work. Now, since he depicted the whore (sex) and the Madonna
(love) within the same character, “Joyce’s twentieth-century virtual woman plays the central role in the
revelation of love that Diotima played for Socrates” (ibid. p. 46). This fusion of sexuality and love, of
the Madonna and the whore, is thus what sanctions how “Joyce locates love at the centre of his writing”
(ibid., p. 18).
Cf. Janine Utell, who similarly perceives the highly experimental vein of Joyce’s art as substantiating his
arguments concerning love and ethics: “In Ulysses, Joyce’s deployment of experimental narrative technique and polyphonic voices serves to further his argument for an ethical love” (James Joyce and the Revolt
of Love, p. 15).
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history, and the ambivalent inscrutability of the other. It is herein that the truly radical gesture of Joyce is located, as I will try to show.
Regarding the notion of modernity, it is often suggested that the meaning and
the basis for love are lost, and that the absence of meaning is a loss that has made
modern existence more diffused and alienated. And as Joyce unremittingly strove
to dismantle the metaphysical telos, the conclusion seems obvious for some, namely
that the author in continuation of this is nihilistic and bears testimony to a soulless
and meaningless universe, in which love has no opportunity to gain a foothold.7 But,
as mentioned above, the dismantling of the metaphysical telos – i.e. the proposition
that the world and man no longer seem to contain meaning in and by themselves –
proves to be the very precondition of love and solidarity between men. The collapse
of metaphysics is not perceived as a loss by Joyce (and it is certainly not because he
is nihilistic or solipsistic), for we are not rendered any poorer by this; on the contrary,
this event has made us richer.
Of what have we become richer, one might ask? Of the abundance of the other,
who reversely points towards our plenitude of existence.
I love the other because she forms the condition for my transcendence; it is, in
other words, through the other that the ego is given the opportunity to go beyond
itself in order to achieve more existence and identity (to put the matter differently, I
need the other as the necessary medium for mirroring and recognition, which means
that I could not appear to myself without the other). This is the basis for Joyce’s
revolutionary ethics of love, which – in sharp contrast to the modernistic artists of
the time, who negatively perceived the other as an obstacle, as an alienation, and as
a crack in the exiled and monadic mirror of the ego (probably best summarized by
Sartre’s description of the other as hell in Huis clos) – surrounds the other with love
and gratitude, simply because, in a certain sense, I am the other, as the other is me.
This is how love, which in Joyce’s work always includes the sexual aspect, becomes
the paradigm for the author’s successor to metaphysics, because it is through the coun7
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Such a reaction is for instance embodied by Henry Miller, who thinks that Joyce genuinely hates mankind
as such: “For at bottom there is in Joyce a profound hatred for humanity – the scholar’s hatred. One realizes that he has the neurotic’s fear of entering the living world, the world of men and women in which
he is powerless to function. He is in revolt not against institutions, but against mankind” (The Cosmological
EyeX /MWZO4]SnK[_PWM`MZ\MLPQ[QVÆ]MVKMJaI^QWTMV\I\\IKSWV\PMUWLMZVQ[\QKTQ\MZI\]ZM
equally condemned Joyce for lifelessness, sterility, decadence, and emptiness: “Trotz der außerordentliKPMVq]MZTQKPMV>MZ[KPQMLMVPMQ\LMZ;\WNNM]VLLMZ*MIZJMQ\]VO[_MQ[MÅVLMV_QZQVLQM[MU6MJMVMQVander von falscher – weil toter – Objektivität und falscher – weil leerer – Subjektivität die alte Marxsche
Bestimmung der Ideologie der Dekadenz” (Essays über Realismus, p. 148). From a more weighty side, the
acclaimed Joyce scholar, Clive Hart, must be singled out, since he explains how Bloom is neither a hero
nor a villain, and how “UlyssesKWV\IQV[VWIK\Q^MUWZITXIZILQOUC°EQ\LMXQK\[IUWZITTa[\I\QK]VQ^MZ[M
in which moral development is neither possible nor necessary, nor even, perhaps, desirable” (‘The Sexual
Perversions of Leopold Bloom,’ p. 131). It is indeed true that the novel (and Joyce’s works as such) do
not offer the reader any substantially grounded morality – neither in the hereafter, in the political, nor
in the nation are there any legitimate guidelines available for man – but it is precisely the absence and
the abolition of these metaphysical dogmas that give rise to the possibility of an authentic formulation
of ethics. An ethics that is fundamentally anti-essentialistic, and which takes its starting point from the
gratitude towards the other, who partly offers us existence, partly designates our horizon of experience.
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\MZXIZ\\PI\ILaVIUQKQLMV\QÅKI\WZaQV\MZIK\QWVJM\_MMV\PMW\PMZIVL\PM[IUMQ[
brought about – concisely expressed in the adorable depiction of Anna Livia Plurabelle and Here Comes Everybody making love: “O I you O you me!” (Finnegans Wake,
p. 584.34). The other is not an obstacle hampering the endeavours of the ego from
making itself visible for itself and comprehending itself; the other constitutes the actual premise for the possibility of a rendering WN IVMOWQV\PMÅZ[\XTIKM<PQ[Q[_Pa\PM
other is not a curse, but a gift, and this is, furthermore, the reason why it is important
simultaneously to give and to take in the euphoria of love.8 The esteem for the other is
crucial, and this means that self-consciousness is false (and potentially self-destructive)
if it does not recognize the other as its existential stipulation. This would be the case
when it fails to recognize the logic of the gift-exchange: To abstain from giving and to
abstain from receiving is to degrade oneself – to make oneself unnecessarily poorer –
in like manner as if one abstains from returning: “Si on donne les choses et les rend,
c’est parce qu’on se donne et se rend ‘des respects’ – nous disons encore ‘des politesses’.
Mais aussi c’est qu’on se donne en donnant, et, si on se donne, c’est qu’on se ‘doit’ – soi
et son bien – aux autres” (Marcel Mauss: Essai sur le don, p. 227).
When, in this manner, one owes oneself and one’s existence to the other, it means
that one essentially is not everything in and by oneself. Man is, in a crucial manner, determined as not-everything, which means that there is no such thing as a whole or everything for man and that man, furthermore, is not One. Consequently, the precondition
for the possibility of becoming an ego consists in the abandonment of the idea of a
[]J[\IV\QIT]VQÅMLMOW7VMU][\IKSVW_TMLOM\PI\\PMMOWKWUM[NZWU\PMW]\[QLM
and that, for this reason, one is subjected to temporality. Existence is in this manner
not in possession of meaning in itself. However, meaning and love are given since we
create and bestow meaning: “l’être est avec, il est comme l’avec de l’être même (le co-être de
T¼w\ZM[QJQMVY]MT¼w\ZMVM[¼QLMV\QÅMcomme tel (comme être de l’être), mais se pose, se donne
ou arrive, se dis-pose” (Jean-Luc Nancy: Être singulier pluriel, p. 58). Existence is in a most
radical manner relational inasmuch as being is “of and on, to and for, by and with,
from you” (Finnegans Wake, p. 238.4). So, existence is purely and simply considered to
be this grammatical relation (the meaning of the Latin case: genitive, accusative, dative, and ablative) stretched out between the ego and the other. To give meaning is to
give love, because love is the universal expression for this Mit-sein that is to be found
in the gift-exchange, which is of a crucial symbolic nature just like love itself. And by
doing so, the lovers create a connection between hitherto separated parts, thus creating identity in difference. The two parts that are joined together in the symbolic giftM`KPIVOMWN TW^MLWVW\KWV\IQVIVaM[[MV\QIT[QOVQÅKI\QWVQV\PMU[MT^M[#J]\\PZW]OP
\PMM[\IJTQ[PUMV\WN \PMKWVVMK\QWVJM\_MMV\PMU\PMQZXIZ\QK]TIZQV[QOVQÅKIVKMQ[
8

Joyce differs substantially from his contemporary modernistic artists, who react with melancholy towards
the collapse of metaphysics, and who lament the subject’s decentred alienation in the other. In Luigi Pirandello’s Sei personaggi in cerca d’autore!Q\Q[KWZZM[XWVLQVOTa[IQL\PI\¹TMQvUMºCaW]IZMUMEX#
English translation, p. 54); but whereas this utterance is associated with enjoyment, sexuality, love, and a
surplus of meaning in Joyce, it is here an instance of a disheartening and deeply disillusioned recognition
of a fundamental alienation and loss of meaning.
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transcended and sublated and lifted up to the level of the universal,9 thus giving them
a dignity that they did not possess by or in themselves in advance.
I would not possess universal existence without the other,10 which ensures my esteem and gratitude for her; but she would, on her side, not possess universal existence
either, if it was not for me,11IVL\PQ[OQ^M[UMILQOVQ\aIVL[QOVQÅKIVKM1_W]TLVW\
possess in or by myself.
Thus giving is taking and taking is giving.
This is why I love the other, and this is James Joyce’s basic formula for a radical
ethics of love.
In Humphrey Chimpden Earwicker’s bar, Phoenix Tavern, someone says that “he
who loves will see” (ibid., p. 321.19). Inasmuch as Joyce substitutes evangelical belief
_Q\PMIZ\PTaTW^MTM\¼[XZWKMMLI\PQ[ZMY]M[\IVL[MMNWZW]Z[MT^M[°

9
10
11
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Here and in the following I use the word sublate as an equivalent for Hegel’s aufheben, which in his special
usage designates the twofold dialectical transition in which a lower stage is both cancelled and preserved
in a higher.
By the concept existence I am generally speaking about human existence as opposed to the being of things
as such, i.e. what Heidegger calls das Seiende, and what I, following the tradition of the translators, will
render as beings.
If my identity is stripped of all meaning and importance, this means that the identity and meaning of
the others are lost as well. It is indeed for this reason – i.e. because the ego and the other determine one
another – that it is necessary, if one wants to take care of the other, to take care of oneself. This logic
is, in an inverted manner, utilised to its utmost in the negative subjectivity of Dostoyevsky’s hero in the
Notes from the Underground and in the autobiographies of Jean Genet. Both strive for the pride of degradation consisting in the freedom from the other, who is annulled in the negative annulment of the heroes
themselves.
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